The hippocampus and neurotransplantation.
The present article is a review of our own results from histological and electron microscopic studies of hippocampal neurotransplants with different levels of integration with recipient brains. A model providing complete isolation from the brain was obtained using transplants developing in the anterior chamber of the eye. The growth, development, and cytological composition of transplanted tissue was found to depend on factors such as the age of the donor embryo tissue, the genetic compatibility between the donor and recipient, and the level of integration with the brain. Ultrastructural analysis of intraocular and intracortical transplants showed that overall, nerve and glial cells have the characteristics of highly differentiated, mature elements; the numerical density and structures of synaptic contacts were similar to those in normal conditions. However, transplanted tissues contained morphological features providing evidence of continuing growth of several nerve processes and increases in non-synaptic and transport-metabolic intercellular interactions. The ultrastructural deviations observed here are regarded as the manifestations of compensatory-adaptive changes during the development of tissues in conditions deficient in natural afferent synaptic influences. It is also demonstrated that the axons of transplanted neurons lacking adequate cellular targets can establish functional synaptic contacts with neuronal elements in the recipient brain which are not their normal targets.